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Studies of CEPC Physics

- Started in 2013. 


- PreCDR produced in 2015. Outlined main physics case.


- Since then, many new developments, both internationally 
and within China.


Results updated based on more detailed studies.


New topics covered. 


- This talk:


Summary of physics case to be presented in the CDR.


Brief highlights of a few new results.


Much more details in the parallel sessions.



CEPC at precision frontier

- Precision measurement of the Higgs coupling. 

LHC precision: 5-10%


To go beyond the LHC, need 1% or less precision.


- For example, consider deviation of the form


LHC precision: 5-10% ⇒ sensitive to MNP < TeV


Sub-percent accuracy can push MNP ≈ 4-5 TeV, beyond 
LHC reach.

� ' c
v2

M2
NP

MNP :  mass of new physics
c: O(1) coefficient (weakly coupled)



Measurement of Higgs properties
Results	for	individual	channels

2017/10/30 5

Tot Z->ee Z->mm Z->qq Z->vv

Inclusive	!(#$) 0.50% 2.1% 0.9% 0.65% \

! #$ ∗ XY($ → bb) {-V.HJ%3V.HJ% {-G.HK%3G.HK% {-G.VG%3G.VH% {-V.MK%3V.MK% {-V.MV%3V.MV%

! #$ ∗ XY($ → ZZ) {-P.MJ%3P.MR% {-GN.V%3GN.H% {-GV.K%3GV.Q% {-GK.K%3GK.K% {-P.QR%3P.RP%

! #$ ∗ XY($ → [[) {-G.MM%3G.MM% {-Q.HG%3Q.HQ% {-N.MP%3N.MQ% {-J.GK%3J.GK% {-G.NN%3G.NK%

! #$ ∗ XY(H
→ \\) {-G.HV%3G.HG% {-H.QH%3H.QJ% {-H.KG%3H.KN% \ {-G.PM%3G.PM%

! #$ ∗ XY($ → ##) {-N.GN%3N.HR% {-PR.K%3MV.R%

eeqq
{-HH.M%3HP.M%

mmqq {-J.HQ%3J.KG% \ {-PM.P%3PN.N%

eeqq
{-Q.GM%3Q.NP%

mmqq

! #$ ∗ XY($ → ==) {-V.KJ%3V.KQ% \ {-H.JP%3H.JK% 0.76% {-G.JQ%3G.JR%

! #$ ∗ XY($ → @@) {-Q.GR%3Q.HQ% {-HK.N%3HJ.M% {-GH.R%3GP.V% {-GG.K%3GG.Q%

Convener:  Yaquan Fang (IHEP), Jianming Qian (Michigan)
Studies: Kaili Zhang, Jin Wang, Zhen Liu, + many others
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White paper forthcoming



Higgs coupling measurement

LHC 300/3000 fb-1

CEPC 250 GeV at 5 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC
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Precision of Higgs coupling measurement (7-parameter Fit)

ILC 250 GeV at 2 ab-1 (1710.07621)

CEPC 250 GeV at 5 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC
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Precision of Higgs coupling measurement (10-parameter Fit)
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sub-percent measurement of Higgs coupling!

i =
gexp

gSM
(Higgs� SM particle i)

Zhen Liu, Jin Wang, Kaili Zhang

Best sensitivity to Higgs Z coupling. 
Model independent determination of width. 
Many more… 



Reach for new physics, EFT approach

Figure 6. “Optimistic” and “conservative” sensitivity projections for probing each of the set of

6D operators at CEPC.

to this statistical method is given in Appendix D.

We start with the set of six operators {OWB,OT ,O(3)l
LL ,O(3)l

L ,Ol
L,Oe

R} which are ex-

pected to be constrained by the six classes of EWPOs at tree level (as is discussed in

Section 3.3). The CEPC sensitivities for probing each of them are presented in Figure 5,

with the EWPOs applied only, in both the “optimistic” and “conservative” cases. With

the first four operators turned on (top panel), the CEPC sensitivities decrease from dozens

of TeV in the “optimistic” case to ⇠ O(10) TeV. The turning on of the fifth operator

Ol
L doesn’t change the results much (middle panel). However, the turning on of the last

operator Oe
R causes a jump of the CEPC sensitivities for probing these operators except

O(3)l
LL . This is related to the fact that Rb (one of the six classes of the EWPOs) is a weak

observable in probing ⇠0. With the sixth operator turned on, the lack of a sixth indepen-

dent strong EWPOs yields an approximately degenerate direction in the parameter space

expanded by the six operators. To break this degeneracy, extra observables need to be

introduced.

A full analysis for the CEPC sensitivities for probing the whole set of 6D operators

is presented in Figure 6, with all observables in Table 4 applied. The normalized correla-

tion matrix for this �2 fit is presented in Table 7 in Appendix C. We have the following

observations on the “marginalization” results:
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precision reach of the 12-parameter EFT fit (Higgs basis)
LHC 300/fb Higgs + LEP e+e-→WW
LHC 3000/fb Higgs + LEP e+e-→WW
CEPC 250GeV, 5/ab (conservative TGC)
CEPC 250GeV, 5/ab (optimistic TGC)

light shade: CEPC only
solid shade: combined with HL-LHC

Jiayin Gu

W. Chiu, I. Leung, T. Liu, K. Lv, LTW

Reach up to 
multiple TeVs!



Z-factory 

Current accuracy

CEPC: baseline and improvements
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Precision Electroweak Measurements at the CEPC
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projection:  Zhijun Liang

Based on Giga-Z. Large improvement.  
Systematic dominated



Constraints on Oblique Parameters
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Figure 2: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , for the baseline scenario and two possible
improvements. At left we show the current bound, the CEPC baseline, and one improved scenario. At right
we zoom in and show the CEPC baseline and two di↵erent improved scenarios. Notice that the axes of this
plot have zoomed in by a factor of 5 compared to those of Fig. 1. For clarity we show only 1� (��2 = 2.30)
constraints.

power of the CEPC collider thus relies on significant (but reasonable) advances in the state of the
art of Standard Model calculations in the coming years.

To emphasize the importance of these calculations, we have performed a fit including estimated
CEPC experimental errors but present-day theoretical uncertainties. In addition to the theory
uncertainties already quoted in the “Present data” column of Table 5, we also include �

th

sin2 ✓`
e↵

⇡
4.7⇥10�5 [31] and �

th

�Z ⇡ 0.5 MeV [32]. The resulting fits are shown in blue in Fig. 3. We see that
for the baseline scenario, improving current theoretical predictions will make a modest improvement
in the bounds derived from experimental data. For the scenario with improved measurements of �Z

and sin2 ✓`
e↵

, the improved theory calculations are decisive. If we do not improve over present-day
theory, such improvements in experimental measurements will make little di↵erence in the fit. The
challenge for theorists is to provide su�ciently precise calculations to justify the pursuit of higher
precision in experiment.

2.2 A General To Do List for a Successful Electroweak Program

So far we have presented the reach of CEPC for new physics parametrized by S and T . In this
section (which is directly extracted from ref. [22]) we want to address some general questions of
EWPT: what are the most important observables whose precisions need to be improved to achieve
the best sensitivity of EWPT? What levels of precision are desirable for these observables? The
answers are already contained in the simplified fits of the CEPC electroweak programs with potential
improvements but we want to make it clearer by decomposing the fit into three steps and changing
the error bar of only one or two observables at each step. For this section, we will consider two
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power of the CEPC collider thus relies on significant (but reasonable) advances in the state of the
art of Standard Model calculations in the coming years.

To emphasize the importance of these calculations, we have performed a fit including estimated
CEPC experimental errors but present-day theoretical uncertainties. In addition to the theory
uncertainties already quoted in the “Present data” column of Table 5, we also include �
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�Z ⇡ 0.5 MeV [32]. The resulting fits are shown in blue in Fig. 3. We see that
for the baseline scenario, improving current theoretical predictions will make a modest improvement
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e↵

, the improved theory calculations are decisive. If we do not improve over present-day
theory, such improvements in experimental measurements will make little di↵erence in the fit. The
challenge for theorists is to provide su�ciently precise calculations to justify the pursuit of higher
precision in experiment.

2.2 A General To Do List for a Successful Electroweak Program

So far we have presented the reach of CEPC for new physics parametrized by S and T . In this
section (which is directly extracted from ref. [22]) we want to address some general questions of
EWPT: what are the most important observables whose precisions need to be improved to achieve
the best sensitivity of EWPT? What levels of precision are desirable for these observables? The
answers are already contained in the simplified fits of the CEPC electroweak programs with potential
improvements but we want to make it clearer by decomposing the fit into three steps and changing
the error bar of only one or two observables at each step. For this section, we will consider two
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J. Fan, M. Reece, LTW

Based on a Giga-Z, a factor of 10 improvement on LEP-1.
Complementary to Higgs coupling measurements.  

White paper forthcoming
C. Carloni, J. Erler, J. Fan, A. Freytas, S. Heinemeyer, Z. Liang, F. Piccinini, M.  Reece, LTW



Addressing important 
physics questions at CEPC




Addressing important 
physics questions at CEPC


Primary Physics goal: 

Electroweak symmetry breaking




Mysteries of the electroweak scale.
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 
Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 
underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 
BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 
the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 
was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 
important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 
of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 
gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 
the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 
London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 
could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 
short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 
Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 
fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 
that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 
and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 
pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 
symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 
symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 
came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 
the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 = √   (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 − 𝜆
6   (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 
is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 
as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  

 

 

V (h) =
1

2
µ2h2 +

�

4
h4

hhi ⌘ v 6= 0 ! mW = gW
v
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Mysteries of the electroweak scale.

- How to predict/calculate Higgs mass?


- Higgs potential beyond this? Nature of electroweak 
phase transition?

Electroweak phase transition

What we know now

v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2
H = �v2, µ = 7m2

H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1)
deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the
case with the non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling
is µ = (5/3)µSM .

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple Higgs coupling to
distinguish these possibilities. Even larger departures from the standard pic-
ture are possible — we don’t even know whether the dynamics of symmetry
breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as
there may be a number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly
coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. How can we
experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early
universe was second order or first order? This question is another obvi-
ous next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood what breaks
electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an experimental program to
probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility
of electroweak baryogenesis [18]. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is
one of the most fascinating questions in physics, it is frustratingly straight-
forward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with
no direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this
physics to the deep ultraviolet: as is well known, the dynamics of electroweak
symmetry breaking itself provides all the ingredients needed for baryogene-
sis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak symmetry
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The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

What is this energy scale? 
MPlanck = 1019 GeV, …? 

If so, why is so different from 100 GeV?
The so called naturalness problem

How to predict Higgs mass?



The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

Naturalness of electroweak symmetry breaking

TeV new physics.
Naturalness motivated

Many models, ideas.



No lose on naturalness

- It is the most pressing question of EWSB.

How should we predict the Higgs mass?


- We may not have the right idea. No confirmation of any of 
the proposed models. Need experiment! 


- Fortunately, with Higgs, we know where to look.


- Clue to any possible way to address naturalness problem 
must show up in Higgs coupling measurement. 


- Almost a “no-lose” theorem for making progress.



“Standard” new physics scenarios
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Figure 8. Regions in the physical stop mass plane that precision measurements are sensitive to, with contours

of tunings, at future e+e� colliders (left: ILC; middle: CEPC; right: FCC-ee). Top row: bounds on stops with

no mixing, Xt = 0. Dashed vertical lines: 2� bounds on stop masses from S and T (mostly T ); solid lines: 2�

bounds on stop masses from Higgs coupling constraints. Blue dashed contours are the stop contributions to

the Higgs mass tuning. Lower row: bounds on stops in the blind spot X2
t = m2

t̃1
+m2

t̃2
. There are no Higgs

measurement constraints. For CEPC with possible improvements (purple dash-dotted line in the middle) or

FCC-ee (orange solid line), EWPT is only sensitive to a small region. The green dashed lines are the exclusion

contours from b ! s� for the choice µ = 200 GeV and a few di↵erent values of tan�. Each of these contours

is also labeled with corresponding tunings �µ and �A. There is also a region along the diagonal line which

cannot be attained by diagonalizing a Hermitian mass matrix [32].

7.2 Implications for Folded Stops

EWPT could be the most sensitive experimental probe in some hidden natural SUSY scenarios such as
“folded SUSY” [28]. In folded SUSY, the folded stops only carry electroweak charges and some beyond
SM color charge but no QCD charge. The most promising direct collider signal is W+ photons which
dominates for the “squirkonium” (the bound state of the folded squarks) near the ground state [84, 85].
It is a very challenging experimental signature. Among the Higgs coupling measurements, folded stops
could only modify the Higgs–photon coupling, the Higgs–photon–Z coupling, and (at a subleading
level) the Higgs–Z–Z coupling. Yet the Higgs–photon coupling measurements, even at future e+e�

colliders, have very limited sensitivities. Even FCC-ee Higgs measurements could only probe folded
stops up to 400 GeV, as illustrated in Fig. 9 (which updates the result in [32] to include CEPC). Notice
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J. Fan, M. Reece, LT W 

Supersymmetry Composite Higgs

Testing naturalness at 100 TeV pp collider

Fine tuning:  (MNP)-2

CEPC

Papadopulo, Thamm, Torre, Wulzer



More exotic ideas

Low scale landscape “fat” Higgs

Talk by Arkani-Hamed CEPC workshop Sept. 2016

Can’t hide from the Higgs.

Higgs rare decay. Higgs coupling



Nature of EW phase transition

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

What we know from LHC
LHC upgrades won’t go much further

“wiggles” in Higgs potential

Big difference in triple Higgs coupling
Will have deviation in other Higgs coupling as well



Probing EWSB at higgs factories

A. Long  /  July 28, 2016  /  KITPC Workshop 
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transition has large deviation in hZZ, which can be probed by CEPC 
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Huang, Long, LTW, 1608.06619
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Higgs exotic decay
mass technique at lepton colliders.
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95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs Exotic Decay BR

Figure 12. The 95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs exotic decay branching fractions at HL-LHC,
CEPC, ILC and FCC-ee. The benchmark parameter choices are the same as in Table 3. We put
several vertical lines in this figure to divide di�erent types of Higgs exotic decays.

From this summary in Table. 3 and the corresponding Fig. 12, we can clearly see the
improvement on exotic decays from the lepton collider Higgs factories. These exotic Higgs
decay channels are selected such that they are hard to be constrained at the LHC but
important for probing BSM decays of the Higgs boson. The improvements on the limits of
the Higgs exotic decay branching fractions vary form one to four orders of magnitude for
these channels. The lepton colliders can improve the limits on the Higgs invisible decays
beyond the HL-LHC projection by one order of magnitude, reaching the SM invisible decay
branching fraction of 0.12% from h æ ZZú æ ‹‹̄‹‹̄ [53]. For the Higgs exotic decays into
hadronic particle plus missing energy, (bb̄) + /E

T

, (jj) + /E
T

and (·+·≠) + /E
T

, the future
lepton colliders improve the HL-LHC sensitivity on these channels by roughly four orders
of magnitude. This great advantage benefits a lot from low QCD background and Higgs
tagging from recoil mass technique at future lepton colliders. As for the Higgs exotic decays
without missing energy, the improvement varies between two to three orders of magnitude,
except for the one order of magnitude improvement for the (““)(““) channel. Being able to
reconstruct the Higgs mass from the final state particles at the LHC does provide additional
signal-background discrimination power and hence the future lepton colliders improvement
on Higgs exotic decays without missing energy is less impressive comparing to those do.
Further more, as discussed earlier, leptons and photons are relatively clean objects at the
LHC and the sensitivity at the LHC on these channels will be very good. Future lepton
colliders complement the HL-LHC for hadronic channels and channels with missing energies.

There are many more investigations to be carried out under the theme of Higgs exotic
decays. For our study, we take the cleanest channel of e+e≠ æ ZH with Z æ ¸+¸≠ and
h æexotics up to four-body final state, further inclusion of the hadronic decaying spectator
Z-boson and even invisible decays of the Z-boson would definitely improve the statistics and
consequently resulting in better limits. As a first attempt to evaluate the Higgs exotic decay
program at future lepton colliders, we do not include the case of very light intermediate
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Zhen Liu, LTW, Hao Zhang

Example 1 (hadronic)

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

SM Z. This can occur in dark vector scenarios (Sec. I C 5)
and more general hidden valleys (Sec. I C 10). The main
difference compared to h → aa is that ZD branching ratios
are ordered by SM gauge charge instead of mass, which
leads to large leptonic branching fractions.
The h → ZZD search can also set limits on the h → Za

scenario, where a is a pseudoscalar which decays to
fermions in proportion to their masses. If decays to b̄b
are suppressed or forbidden, the limits can already be
appreciable.
A useful fiducial model is to take ZD to couple to SM

fermions proportional to their electric charge. This is the
case if decays occur via kinetic γ − ZD mixing, and if
mZD

≪ mZ so that photon-Z mixing is unimportant (see
Fig. 13 in Sec. I C 5), but also gives the qualitatively correct
picture for more general dark vector scenarios.
We first treat the h → ZDZD decay; see Table XIV. Not

surprisingly, the search for h → ðlþl−Þðlþl−Þ, which
allows full reconstruction at high resolution, is the most
powerful. The published data on four-lepton events used in
the Higgs search and in Zð$ÞZð$Þ studies put tremendous
constraints on this decay, already, according to our
reinterpretation of the published data, reaching Brðh →
ZDZDÞ < 4 × 10−4. It is important to improve on the
constraints we found on this well-motivated model; spe-
cifically, our reinterpretation did not allow for an optimal
constraint, since it does not make full use of the three
available mass resonances.
Limits on Brðh → ZDZDÞ from dilepton plus jets

searches are probably in the few times 10−2 range; see
Sec. V. As the table indicates, our studies suggest that
jjμþμ− and bb̄μþμ− would have comparable sensitivity,
and this might also be true for electron final states, though
triggering and reconstruction efficiencies will be lower than
for muons in many cases. But even combining all of these
together, it appears that dilepton plus jets final states would
only be competitive in models where the branching

fractions for leptons is significantly reduced compared to
the case we consider in Table XIV.
The constraints on h → ZZD and Za are shown in

Table XV. The h → Z$Z search sets powerful constraints.
In the case of ZZD, they are still one order of magnitude
weaker than indirect constraints from electroweak precision
measurements for mZD

≳ 10 GeV (see Fig. 12). (For
mZD

≲ 10 GeV, the constraints are even stronger.) A more
optimized search with sufficient luminosity at the 14 TeV
LHC will yield competitive or even eventually superior
limits for mZD

≳ 10 GeV. The bounds on h → Za from
four-lepton final states are rather weak due to Yukawa
suppression. The decay h → Za is an example of an
asymmetric h → 2 → 4 decay, and other search chan-
nels such as h → Za → ðlþl−Þðbb̄Þ may provide better
sensitivity in the long run.
We therefore find that searches for four-lepton final

states in h → ðlþl−Þðlþl−Þ via non-SM channels are
extremely well motivated in run I. As we have noted earlier,
the available data as published in the search for the
SM h → ZZ$ mode are not ideal for the ZDZD or ZZD
searches, since neither the selection cuts nor the analysis
approach are appropriate to the signal, with some events
unnecessarily discarded and with leptons often systemati-
cally misassigned. The analysis for ZZD in particular (but
also ZDZD in general) should preferably also extend to very
low ZD mass ranges, where isolation cuts and quarkonium
backgrounds are an issue.
Triggering is not a problem for these final states because

the leptons have relatively high pT . Multilepton triggers
where two or three leptons are soft may contribute to
sensitivity, a point that deserves further exploration.

C. Final states with ET

In the h → 2 → 4 final states we discussed above, only
one unknown particle need appear, and its decays are often
controlled by a single type of coupling. By contrast, final

TABLE XIII. As in Table XII, estimates for various processes in h → aa if a decays only to SM gauge bosons through loops. The
central columns show the case where the couplings are generated by initially degenerate SUð5Þ multiplets; the right columns show the
case where the a → γγ rate is enhanced by a factor of 10. An asterisk denotes that all 14 TeV estimates shown require 300 fb−1 of data.

Decay
mode
F i

Projected/current
2σ limit

on BrðF iÞ
7þ 8 ½14& TeV

Production
mode

Brða → γγÞ ≈ 0.004 Brða → γγÞ ≈ 0.04

Comments
BrðF iÞ

Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV BrðF iÞ
Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV

jjjj
> 1

W 0.99
> 1

0.92
> 1

[0.1$] [0.1$] [0.1$] Theory study [220,269],
Sec. VII

γγjj 0.04 W 0.008 5 0.08 0.5
[0.01$] [1$] [0.1$] Theory study [312], Sec. VIII

γγγγ
2 × 10−4 G 1 × 10−5

20 0.001 0.2 Our study, Sec. IX
[3 × 10−5$] [1$] [0.03$] Theory study [311], Sec. IX
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j
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Note: boosted analysis, assuming ma < 10 GeV.  
Weaker limit other wise.

Signal at Higgs factories

ee → Zh →Z jjjj

4 bottom final state

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

b

b

b

b

noted in Sec. I C 2, there are many models in which a → bb̄
is suppressed not by kinematics but by coupling constants.
Meanwhile, for bb̄μþμ−, the assumption that both fermion-
antifermion pairs come from the same type of particle
implies that mμμ ¼ ma > 2mb, but the decay h → aa0

can occur in some nonminimal models, in which case
ma0 ¼ mμμ < 2mb < ma may occur, possibly with an
increased rate.

2. h → aa → SM gauge bosons

Next we turn to a case where the a does not couple
strongly to fermions and instead decays mainly to gluon
pairs and photon pairs through loops of heavy particles.
Such couplings are commonly proportional to gauge
couplings squared (i.e., to αi), in which case Brða → γγÞ ∼
0.004 × Brða → ggÞ for a degenerate SUð5Þ multiplet of
fermions coupling equally to a (see Sec. VIII). But if the
masses M of the heavy colored particles in the loops are
larger than the masses m of the colorless ones, the rate for
photon production may be enhanced by at least a factor
of ðM=mÞ2.
Estimated limits for this case are shown in Table XIII.

If the heavy particles are degenerate and in complete
SUð5Þ multiplets, then the center columns show that
only the four-jet search has any reach, with

phenomenologically relevant sensitivity possible for ma ≲
5 GeV with 300 fb−1 of data. If the branching fraction
a → γγ is enhanced by a factor of 10, as would happen if
the colored particles appearing in the loop graph were
about 3 times heavier than the colorless particles, then the
situation is given in the right columns. In this case, the
four-photon search is clearly superior.
We should of course note that it is possible to have a

particle that dominantly decays to γγ. This could occur for a
pseudoscalar a if it couples to the visible sector only
through loops of heavy colorless charged particles. In this
case there would be only 4γ decays and no 4j or 2j2γ
decays.
With these considerations in mind, it would seem four-

jet, four-photon, and mixed searches are all well motivated
in run II. However, for run I data, a four-jet search is
hopeless, while a four-photon search is already sensitive to
models where a has enhanced decays to photons. We
therefore suggest a search for h → 4γ even in the existing
run I data. We also suggest that triggers for multiple
photons be set so as to retain this signal in run II.

3. h → ZDZD, ZZD, Za

Now we consider the possibility that the Higgs decays
either to two dark vector bosons ZD or to one ZD and one

TABLE XII. Estimates for current or projected limits on various processes in h → aa, if a couplings are proportional to masses, and
either a → quarks is allowed as in an NMSSM-type model (center columns) or a → quarks is suppressed relative to a → leptons (right
columns). If no relevant estimate is known, we indicate this with a “?”. The source of each estimate is listed in the “Comments” column.
Production modes: G for gg → h, V for vector boson fusion,W;Z forWh and Zh. For 14 TeV, estimates require 100 fb−1. See Sec. XX
A for additional information and cautionary remarks.

Decay
mode
F i

Projected/
current
2σ limit

on BrðF iÞ
7þ 8 ½14& TeV

Production
mode

Quarks allowed Quarks suppressed

Comments
BrðF iÞ

Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV BrðF iÞ
Brðnon-SMÞ

Limit on
σ

σSM
· Brðnon-SMÞ

7þ 8 ½14& TeV

bb̄bb̄ 0.7 W 0.8 0.9 0 –
Recast of expt. result [276],
Sec. III

[0.2] [0.2] [–] Theory study [192,267],
Sec. III

bb̄ττ > 1 V 0.1 > 1 0 –
[0.15] [1] [–] Theory study [278], Sec. IV

bb̄μμ ð2–7Þ × 10−4 G 3 × 10−4
0.5–1 0 – Our study, Sec. V

[ð0.6–2Þ × 10−4] [0.2–0.8] [–] Our study, Sec. V

ττττ 0.2–0.4 G 0.005 40–80 1 0.2–0.4
Recast of expt. result [298,300],
Sec. VI

[?] [?] [?]

ττμμ
ð3–7Þ × 10−4 G 3 × 10−5

10–20 0.007 0.04–0.1 Our study, Sec. VI
[?] [?] [?]

μμμμ 1 × 10−4 G 1 × 10−7 1000 1 × 10−5 10
Recast of expt. result [175,341],
Sec. XI

[?] [?] [?]
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Example 2 (with MET):

Exotic decay of the SM Higgs boson (jj+met)

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

h h h h

h h h

h → 2 h → 2 → 3 h → 2 → 3 → 4 h → 2 → (1 + 3)

h → 2 → 4 h → 2 → 4 → 6 h → 2 → 6

H
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med

For example:

LHC:  10(s)%

Examples:

Covers difficult channels at the LHC
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Figure 15.

We have presented a comprehensive study on exotic Z decay at future Z factory, emphasizing
its prospects to exploring dark sector models. There are many dark sector models can modify Z
boson decay, and naturally containing missing energy in the final state. This is the main reason
we look for exotic Z decay at FCC-ee, because hadron collider can not reconstruct Z boson decay
with missing energy and thus it can only provide limits in the indirect way, e.g. searching for
mono object, or Drell-Yan production of intermediate particles. We have demonstrated the ability
of exotic Z decay at future Z factory to provide the leading constraint comparing with existing
collider limits, future LHC projections, and current DM searches.

We have listed four representative models in ??, namely Higgs portal with DM, MIDM and
RayDM, Vector portal with DM and axion-like particle model. For each model, we write down the
Lagrangian and work out the interactions related to mass eigenstate Z boson and its relevance in
the exotic Z decay.

In Higgs portal model with DM, the decay topology Z ! s̃Z⇤ ! (�̄�) + `+`� in ?? has been
studied at future Z factory, which can provide a leading constraint on mixing angle sin↵ between
SM Higgs and dark singlet scalar mediator. The constraint from Z ! s̃� via loop e↵ect has also
been considered, but is weaker due to loop suppression and larger SM background.

In MIDM and RayDM model, the decay topologies Z ! �
2

�
1

! (�
1

�)�
1

from MIDM operator
and Z ! �

1

�
1

� from RayDM operator has been considered. Both operators can be originated
from heavy fermions and scalars in the loop, which couples to DM. The MIDM operator can
provide a much better constraint comparing with RayDM operator, and it is also much better than
gamma-line search in indirect detection and future hadron collider projections.

In Vector portal model with DM, the decay topologies Z̃ ! Ã0SS⇤ ! (`+`�)/E and Z̃ !
Ã0�̃ ! `+`�(/E) are studied, where the first one simply arise when DM is a scalar and charged
under U(1)D and the second one is a dark Higgs bremstraulung process. We found that the limits
from the exotic Z decay provides a competative and complementary constraints with DM direct
detection, while the other collider limits are much weaker.
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Figure 2. The 95% C.L. sensitivity for sin↵ from exotic Z decay Z ! s̃Z⇤ ! (�̄�) + `+`� at Giga Z and
Tera Z options (CEPC Giga (Tera) Z), with y� = 0.1(1) in the left (right) panels. We also compare with
limits from DM direct detection, relic abundance, invisible Higgs BR from LHC [39, 40] (BRinv < 0.23) ,
current and future Higgs global fit from (h current global fit) [41, 42] with purple and magenta lines, low
mass Higgs searches in invisible channels (LEP-Zs-inv) [11, 43–45] , and precision measurement of �(Zh)
(��(Zh)) [47–49]. The dashed (solid) lines are for existing constraints (future prospects).

III.1.3. Prospects from exotic Z decay

• Exotic Z decay sensitivity:

At Giga (Tera) Z factory, we study the process Z ! s̃Z⇤ ! (�̄�)+`+`�, with Feynman diagram
in ??, where s̃ decay to DM particles while o↵-shell Z⇤ decay to lepton pairs. We set constraints on
sin↵ using this process and plot them for Giga Z (Tera Z) in ??. The previous LEP experiment [11]
has searched the similar channel with Z⇤ decay to both hadronic and leptonic channels. The details
of the simulations and cuts are given in sec[?], where the limit on the exotic decay BR has been
calculated. After calculating the exotic decay BR, one can translate the constraints of decay BR
to physical variable sin↵. We have compare our analysis with LEP and found good agreement.
To be more specific, given “LEP-Zs-inv” has also worked on Z pole with an integrated luminosity
114pb�1, we normalize our result to the same luminosity and find the constraint is similar to the
LEP.

In the SM, Higgs can decay to diphoton or Z� via top loop and W loop. Due to the mixing
between s̃ and h̃, the mono-photon process Z ! �s̃ ! �(�̄�) is possible. We have checked this
process following the cuts in ?? and found its constraint on sin↵ is about one order weaker than
Z ! s̃Z⇤ ! (�̄�) + `+`�. The main reasons are mono-photon decay is loop suppressed, and
furthermore mono-photon background is higher than `+`� + /E background. Therefore, we do not
put the constraint from mono-photon in ??.

• Summary:

From ??, we see the relic abundance provides constraints on sin↵ only when 2m� ⇠ ms̃, and
its limit depends on the tuning of masses. The indirect detection does not provide limits because
it is p-wave suppressed. The direct detection provides a stable constraint, which is not sensitive
to the resonant mass of ms̃ ⇠ 2m�, but it depends on the Yukawa coupling y�. The existing

Jia Liu, Xiaoping Wang, LTW,  Wei Xue

Sensitive to very rare Z decays, down to 10-9 
Powerful probe to dark sector models  
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CEPC has leading discovery prospects for light, weakly-
coupled dark sector vector and scalar particles 
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Dark matter

Both of these models have blind spots for both spin-independent and spin-dependent direct detection in the
pseudo-Dirac case when mD < mS,T (all masses taken to be positive) and y1 = y2. An explicit rewriting of
the Lagrangian that makes a custodial symmetry manifest in this limit has been given in [10]. This blind
spot can also be understood in terms of a parity symmetry at the point y1 = y2 along the lines explained in
the previous paragraph.

In the SUSY context we can identify the fields S, D, and T with the bino, higgsino, and wino. In this
case the couplings y1 and y2 are equivalent to g(0) cos� and g(0) sin� in the doublet–triplet (doublet–singlet)
case. These relatively small couplings tend to lead to small signals at CEPC. However, it is also interesting
to consider extensions of the MSSM with an additional doublet and singlet that mix to serve as dark matter.
Such theories can help to explain the heavier than expected Higgs mass [23], which o↵ers a motivation for
considering the larger values of y1,2 that could be probed at CEPC.

Precision electroweak physics at the Z pole is most sensitive to the S and T parameters. Although these
operators appear in studying the propagators of gauge fields, they originate from new physics that couples
to the Higgs. For instance, in the basis of [24], the S parameter is related to the operators H†�iHW i

µ⌫B
µ⌫ ,

(H†�i !D µH)D⌫W i
µ⌫ , and (H† !D µH)@⌫Bµ⌫ ; the T parameter, to (H† !D µH)2. These operators are generated

in the doublet–singlet or doublet–triplet model because the fermions mix by coupling to the Higgs boson.
On the other hand, for a pure electroweak multiplet like the pseudo-Dirac higgsino, Higgs couplings are very
small and S and T are suppressed. The T parameter is also suppressed in models with a good approximate
custodial symmetry. In such theories, other electroweak precision observables like the W and Y operators
(DµW i

µ⌫)
2 or (@µBµ⌫)2 may be relatively important, though they are generated with small coe�cients

and are harder to probe. In this case, observables at 240 GeV from processes like e+e� ! µ+µ� [25] or
e+e� !W+W� [11, 26] may be more e↵ective probes of electroweak dark matter than Z-pole observables.
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Figure 1: Left: CEPC electroweak precision (S, T ) fit probe of the doublet–triplet model at the custodially sym-
metric point y1 = y2 = 1, taken directly from Figure 5a of [10]. When the dark matter particle is mostly triplet
(mD � mT ), spin-independent direct detection is a powerful probe (shaded green region). When the dark matter
particle is mostly doublet, the tree-level direct detection rate vanishes but CEPC’s measurement of the S parame-
ter becomes a powerful probe (dashed contours). Right: CEPC probe of the same model via the Higgsstrahlung
cross section �(Zh), taken directly from Figure 11b of [12]. We see that in a large part of parameter space with
mT � mD, where the direct detection rate is low due to custodial symmetry, there are observable (percent-level or
higher) deviations in the Zh cross section.

The doublet–singlet and doublet–triplet models at the CEPC have been discussed in [10], which focuses
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Both of these models have blind spots for both spin-independent and spin-dependent direct detection in the
pseudo-Dirac case when mD < mS,T (all masses taken to be positive) and y1 = y2. An explicit rewriting of
the Lagrangian that makes a custodial symmetry manifest in this limit has been given in [10]. This blind
spot can also be understood in terms of a parity symmetry at the point y1 = y2 along the lines explained in
the previous paragraph.

In the SUSY context we can identify the fields S, D, and T with the bino, higgsino, and wino. In this
case the couplings y1 and y2 are equivalent to g(0) cos� and g(0) sin� in the doublet–triplet (doublet–singlet)
case. These relatively small couplings tend to lead to small signals at CEPC. However, it is also interesting
to consider extensions of the MSSM with an additional doublet and singlet that mix to serve as dark matter.
Such theories can help to explain the heavier than expected Higgs mass [23], which o↵ers a motivation for
considering the larger values of y1,2 that could be probed at CEPC.

Precision electroweak physics at the Z pole is most sensitive to the S and T parameters. Although these
operators appear in studying the propagators of gauge fields, they originate from new physics that couples
to the Higgs. For instance, in the basis of [24], the S parameter is related to the operators H†�iHW i
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(H†�i !D µH)D⌫W i
µ⌫ , and (H† !D µH)@⌫Bµ⌫ ; the T parameter, to (H† !D µH)2. These operators are generated

in the doublet–singlet or doublet–triplet model because the fermions mix by coupling to the Higgs boson.
On the other hand, for a pure electroweak multiplet like the pseudo-Dirac higgsino, Higgs couplings are very
small and S and T are suppressed. The T parameter is also suppressed in models with a good approximate
custodial symmetry. In such theories, other electroweak precision observables like the W and Y operators
(DµW i

µ⌫)
2 or (@µBµ⌫)2 may be relatively important, though they are generated with small coe�cients

and are harder to probe. In this case, observables at 240 GeV from processes like e+e� ! µ+µ� [25] or
e+e� !W+W� [11, 26] may be more e↵ective probes of electroweak dark matter than Z-pole observables.
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Figure 1: Left: CEPC electroweak precision (S, T ) fit probe of the doublet–triplet model at the custodially sym-
metric point y1 = y2 = 1, taken directly from Figure 5a of [10]. When the dark matter particle is mostly triplet
(mD � mT ), spin-independent direct detection is a powerful probe (shaded green region). When the dark matter
particle is mostly doublet, the tree-level direct detection rate vanishes but CEPC’s measurement of the S parame-
ter becomes a powerful probe (dashed contours). Right: CEPC probe of the same model via the Higgsstrahlung
cross section �(Zh), taken directly from Figure 11b of [12]. We see that in a large part of parameter space with
mT � mD, where the direct detection rate is low due to custodial symmetry, there are observable (percent-level or
higher) deviations in the Zh cross section.

The doublet–singlet and doublet–triplet models at the CEPC have been discussed in [10], which focuses
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Neutrino mass and leptogenesis

Heavy neutrinos can be produced in electron-
positron collisions at the Z pole via a resonant Z
boson. When these particles have masses below mW

they can have long lifetimes, which leads to displaced
vertices. Direct searches for such signatures at the Z
pole have the highest sensitivity due to an absence of
SM background [1]. With a total integrated luminos-
ity of 0.1 ab�1 the three active-sterile mixing param-
eters |✓↵| can be determined with a relative precision
of up to 5% at the CEPC [2]. The corresponding ex-
clusion sensitivity is shown by the solid purple line in
fig. 1 for a luminosity of 0.1 ab�1.

In the presence of heavy neutrinos, the theory pre-
diction for the electroweak observables is altered com-
pared to the SM. Consequently, the precise measure-
ment of these electroweak observables allows for pow-
erful indirect tests of heavy neutrinos at the CEPC.
These tests are mostly independent of the heavy neu-
trino mass M , and they test di↵erent combinations of
the active-sterile mixing parameters [3–6]. We show
the corresponding possible sensitivity of the CEPC by
solid and dashed blue lines in fig. 1, also considering
a total integrated luminosity of 0.1 ab�1.

At higher energies the heavy neutrinos can be pro-
duced from a process involving a t-channel W boson.
For M > mh additional Higgs bosons can be pro-
duced from heavy neutrino decays. This can yield an
enhancement of the SM mono-Higgs channel of up to
⇠ 2% when applying “standard” filters [7, 8]. The
CEPC sensitivity via additional Higgs bosons from
dedicated analyses is shown by the yellow line in fig.
1. Direct searches for heavy neutrinos at 240 GeV
have sensitivities of |✓e|2 ⇠ 10�4 see ref. [9] for a de-
tailed list of possible signatures.

Another indirect search for heavy neutrinos is given
by precision measuremens of the Higgs boson branch-
ing ratios. For heavy neutrinos with M < mh a new
decay channel for the Higgs boson into a light and a
heavy neutrino is present. ForM > 90 GeV this decay
channel can account for up to 30% of the Higgs decays
without violating present constraints [4]. The sensi-
tivity from searches via Higgs boson branching ratio
measurements, considering the precision from ref. [10],
are shown by the red line in fig. 1.
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p
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corresponds to the equal Z-pole running time as is currently planned by FCC-ee, while the
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would, together with a measurement of the “Dirac phase” in U⌫ by neutrino oscillation
experiments, at least in principle allow to reconstruct all parameters in the Lagrangian
(??) [? ] by combining data from CEPC and neutrino oscillation experiments. Hence,
the low scale seesaw provides an example for a model of neutrino masses and baryogenesis
that at least in principle is fully testable at CEPC [? ].
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Lepton flavor violation at e+e� colliders (note)
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I. THEORETICAL FORMULAE

A. LHV Higgs decays

The Lagrangian for H ! µ⌥⌧± decay can be written as

LH!µ⌥⌧± = �Yµ⌧ µ̄LH⌧R � Y⌧µ⌧̄LHµR + h.c., (1)

where the universal factor 1/
p
2 is multiplied to make the coe�cients Yµ⌧,⌧µ consistent with def-

inition of usually-used Yukawa couplings. The H ! µ⌥⌧± decay width is then calculated to

be

�(H ! µ⌥⌧±) =
1
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where the � function is defined by �(x, y, z) ⌘ [x2� (y+z)2][x2� (y�z)2]. In the zero-lepton-mass

limit, the result becomes

�(H ! µ⌥⌧±)mµ,⌧!0 =
mH

8⇡
(|Yµ⌧ |2 + |Y⌧µ|2). (3)

Similar results are obtained for eµ and e⌧ final states after substitution of the corresponding

coe�cients.

B. LFV Z0 decays

The Lagrangian for Z0 ! µ⌥⌧± decay can be written as

LZ!µ⌥⌧± = gLµ⌧
�
gLµ⌧µL /Z⌧L + gRµ⌧ µ̄R /Z⌧R + h.c.

�
. (4)

The spin-averaged Z0 ! µ⌥⌧± decay width is then calculated to be
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Cuts SZ ll SZ ql ZZ ll ZZ ql ZZ qq SW ql WW ql signal

Ne,µ=1, Nj=2 5684 1248 1464 16504 1945 1063 1627 856

60 < mjj < 100 1578 428 606 13504 412 320 518 736

me/E < 5 26 16 84 2706 30 5 0 583

120 < mµ⌧ < 130 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 522

Table 2: H ! µ±⌧⌥ signal and background event numbers with our choice
of cuts in di↵erent categories.

Table 3:

Channels µ⌥⌧± e⌥⌧± e⌥µ±

ATLAS bound 3.5⇥ 10�3 2.9⇥ 10�3

CMS bound 3.2⇥ 10�3 2.4⇥ 10�3 5.4⇥ 10�4

CEPC bound 3.4⇥ 10�4 3.6⇥ 10�4 1.0⇥ 10�4

2 Z0

In estimation of the CEPC bounds (100 billion Z0),

• the statistic uncertainty will be smaller than 2%,

• the systematic uncertainty is assumed to be 5%.

Table 4:

Channels µ⌥⌧± e⌥⌧± e⌥µ±

current bound 3.5⇥ 10�3 3.2⇥ 10�3 0.9⇥ 10�3

CEPC bound 2.1⇥ 10�3 0.9⇥ 10�3 0.2⇥ 10�3

Current (PDG2016) vs CEPC (conservative estimates) bound
(95% CL) on the coe�cient g ⌘

p
|gL|2 + |gR|2

For Z0 ! e±µ⌥, with 4.0⇥ 106 Z0, we suppose 104 times Z0 at CEPC.
The expected background is 0.6 at OPAL, here we have 6000. The statistical
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FIG. 1: Current LHC bounds and expected CEPC bounds for the CLFV Higgs decay rates (left) and

couplings (right) at 95% CL.

Both the expected CEPC bounds and the current LHC bounds on the branching ratios and the

couplings are displayed in FIG. 1.

We also consider the expected CEPC constraints on the new physics cut-o↵ scale ⇤ in the SM

e↵ective field theory [55, 56], which contains higher-dimension operators obeying the SM gauge

symmetry. The dimension six operators H†Hf̄iHf 0

j make fermions couple to the vacuum expecta-

tion of the Higgs field v di↵erently from to the Higgs boson in the symmetry broken theory, thus

the fermion mass matrices are not proportional to the coupling matrices of the Higgs boson to the

fermions, whose o↵-diagonal entries are proportional to v2
p

2⇤2 [57], namely

Yij =
v2p
2⇤2

Cij , (11)

with i 6= j. Assuming Cij ⇠ 1, the H ! e±µ⌥ branching ratio will give the most stringent upper

bound of ⇤ at CEPC, ⇤ & 25 TeV. However, the order of Cij depends crucially on flavor structures

beyond SM. For example, in Randall-Sundrum models [58, 59] with fermions propagating in the

extra dimension [60, 61], we have typically Cij ⇠
p
YiiYjj , where the Yukawa coupling Yii ⇡ mi/v.

In such a case, the H ! µ±⌧⌥ branching ratio will give the most stringent upper bound ⇤ & 0.6

TeV.
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Channels µ⌥⌧± e⌥⌧± e⌥µ±
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QCD precision measurement

HuaXing Zhu QCD Precision Measurement at CEPC

Precision αₛ extraction at CEPC

HuaXing Zhu

Probing BFKL-like dynamics from jet production at  CEPC

Becher, Pecjak, Shao, 2016

Evolution of non-global 
logarithms governed by 
BFKL-like equation. 
Effects Can be clearly 
observed at CEPC.  

With NGL 
Resummation

Without NGL



Conclusions

- Precision measurement at CEPC: a big step forward.


- Addressing the question of electroweak symmetry 
breaking. 


- Will have a rich physics program, covers a broad 
range of physics. 


- CDR writing in progress. Will keep updating with new 
results and studies. 
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Inputs for the further study

Table 4: Using direct measurement method in ZH runs, the expected precision in mW measurement in
CEPC detectors and the comparison with the LEP experiments.

�MW (MeV) LEP CEPC CEPCp
s(GeV) 161 250 250R
L(fb�1 3 1000 1000

channel l⌫qq, qqqq lvqq qqqq

beam energy 9 1.0 1.0
hadronization 13 1.5 1.5

radiative corrections 8 1.0 2.0
lepton and missing energy scale 10 1.5 1.0

bias in mass reconstuction 3 0.5 1.0
statistics 30 1.0 2.5

overall systematics 21 2.5 3.0
total 36 3.0 4.0

Present data CEPC fit
↵s(M2

Z) 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [17] ±1.0 ⇥ 10�4 [18]

�↵
(5)

had

(M2

Z) (276.5 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�4 [19] ±4.7 ⇥ 10�5 [20]
mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 [21] ±0.0005

mt [GeV] (pole) 173.34 ± 0.76
exp

[22] ±0.5
th

[20] ±0.6
exp

± 0.25
th

[20]
mh [GeV] 125.14 ± 0.24 [20] < ±0.1 [20]
mW [GeV] 80.385 ± 0.015

exp

[17]±0.004
th

[23] (±3

exp

± 1
th

) ⇥ 10�3 [23]
sin2 ✓`

e↵

(23153 ± 16) ⇥ 10�5 [21] (±4.6
exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 [24]
�Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 [21] (±5

exp

± 0.8
th

) ⇥ 10�4 [25]
Rb ⌘ �b/�

had

0.21629 ± 0.00066 [21] ±1.7⇥ 10�4

R` ⌘ �
had

/�` 20.767 ± 0.025 [21] ±0.007

Table 5: Inputs to the electroweak fit of the oblique parameters S and T . The oblique parameters and the
first five observables in the table float freely in the fit, and determine the values of the remaining five. We
find that Rb and R` have minimal e↵ect on the fit of oblique parameters. We quote the precisions of current
and CEPC measurements as well as the current central values. Theory uncertainties are provided only when
they are nonnegligible and are not already incorporated in the quoted experimental uncertainty. Boldface
numbers represent measurements that will be performed at CEPC.

gives slightly more conservative bounds.
The result of the fit for S and T is depicted in Fig. 1. For ease of comparison of the bounds,

we have artificially displaced the input central values to agree with the predicted values so that
S = T = 0 will be the best-fit point. Both 1� and 2� uncertainty contours are presented (i.e.,
��2 = 2.30 and 6.18). Relative to the current electroweak precision results (dominated by LEP
together with the improved measurement of mW from hadron colliders), the results of CEPC will
shrink the error bars on S and T by a factor of about 3.

It is possible that the current baseline plan for CEPC can be improved upon by higher luminosity
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Figure 1: CEPC constraints on the oblique parameters S and T , compared to the current constraints.

CEPC sin2 ✓`
e↵

�Z [GeV] mt [GeV]
Improved Error (±2.3

exp

± 1.5
th

) ⇥ 10�5 (±1
exp

± 0.8
th

) ⇥ 10�4 ±0.03
exp

± 0.1
th

Table 6: Potential improvements for CEPC measurements. The precision of sin2 ✓`
e↵

may be improved with
higher statistics, but will be ultimately limited by systematics to 0.01% precision. The Z width measurement
may be improved by better energy calibration. A precise top mass measurement requires a scan of the tt̄
threshold, and thus a larger collision energy than current CEPC plans.

runs, better calibration, or higher beam energy. Table 6 lists plausible improvements. The accuracy
of sin2 ✓`

e↵

can plausibly be improved with increased luminosity, but systematic uncertainties are
expected to dominate at the 0.01% precision level. The Z width measurement will require a high-
precision calibration of the beam energy, which is made possible at circular colliders by the technique
of resonant spin depolarization [21]. We consider the possibility that this width can be measured
to an experimental precision comparable to the theoretical uncertainty of about 0.1 MeV. The
top mass improvement requires a significant experimental e↵ort. It will either rely on input from
another collider like the ILC with higher beam energy, or a significant boost in the CEPC energy
to scan the top pair production threshold. Such an energy upgrade would significantly improve
the ultimate bound attained on the T parameter. We show the result of such improvements in
Fig. 2. The figure illustrates first the e↵ect of improving both sin2 ✓`

e↵

and �Z (which improves the
bounds on S and T comparably), and then the e↵ect of additionally improving the top mass (which
constrains T somewhat more strongly than S). From this plot it is apparent that upgrades to the
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Baseline option

With possible improvements.

x4 statistics off Z-pole energy calibration ILC?



More exotic ideas: Folded SUSY

- Top partner has SM electroweak couplings only.


- Deviations in h→γγ.
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Figure 9. Projected constraints in the folded stop mass plane from a one-parameter fit to the Higgs–photon–

photon couplings from future experiments. Directly analogous to Fig. 7. Results from the ILC 250/500/1000

would be similar to CEPC; lower-energy ILC measurements provide even weaker constraints. These constraints

are subdominant to the constraints on left-handed folded stops arising from T -parameter measurements, which

are the same as those for ordinary stops in the left-hand column of Fig. 5.

that we have also taken into account of a precise determination of �(h ! ��)/�(h ! ZZ) at HL-LHC.
It has been demonstrated that combing this with Higgs measurements at future e+e� colliders could
result in a significant improvement of sensitivity to Higgs–photon–photon coupling [86, 87].

On the other hand, the reach of the electroweak precision we derived in this article (the left
column of Fig. 5) applies to folded stops as well as the usual stops. Except for the blind spot in the
parameter space, future EWPT could probe left-handed folded stops, via their correction to the T

parameter, up to 600 GeV (e.g. at the ILC) or even 1 TeV (e.g. at FCC-ee). CEPC’s preliminary
plans fall close to the ILC reach, but conceivable upgrades could achieve similar reach to FCC-ee.
These EWPT constraints would surpass the Higgsstrahlung constraints on folded SUSY estimated in
ref. [65]. Improved measurements of the W mass, then, may be one of the most promising routes
to obtaining stronger experimental constraints on folded SUSY. Therefore, with the help of future
electroweak precision measurements, we can test the fine tuning of folded SUSY at the few percent
level.
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Triple Higgs coupling measurement

- Very difficult at HL-LHC: “order 1”


- Not very good at 250 GeV Higgs factory.


- 100 TeV pp collider or 1 TeV ILC can reach about 10%.


- However, if new physics modifies electroweak phase 
transition, it will also generate corrections to other 
Higgs couplings. 


e.g. Generating deviations in Higgs-Z coupling,  which 
can be measured very well at 250 GeV Higgs 
factories.
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